The fully abstract games model of Reynolds's Idealized Algol is adapted to provide a characterization of the language without the "bad variable constructor" mkvar. The model shows that the addition of mkvar to the language is conservative for observational equivalence but not for the observational preorder.
Introduction
This paper presents a contribution to the study of the semantics of Algol-like languages. In a seminal paper [10] , John Reynolds introduced a prototypical higher-order imperative programming language which has become known as Idealized Algol (IA). This language elegantly combines the features of a basic imperative language with a full higher-order procedure mechanism in the form of the λ-calculus, and is both clean and powerful as a result. A good deal of research in the semantics of imperative programs has focussed on IA and its variants; some 20 papers on the subject have recently been published in a collection [9] .
One of Reynolds's key observations was that assignable variables can be seen semantically as objects with two methods: a dereferencing method and an assignment method. This technique has been used in most semantic accounts of Algol-like languages, including the fully abstract games-based models [2, 3] .
However, the particular variants of the language for which these games models are fully abstract import the "variables as objects" view into their syntax. That is to say, the language is augmented with a variable constructor mkvar which takes an arbitrary "dereferencing method" and "assignment method" and creates an entity of type var, the type of mutable variables. These hand-made objects can exhibit behaviour quite unlike that of a genuine storage cell. For example, the "bad variable" mkvar(3)(λn.skip) always returns 3 when dereferenced, and ignores any attempt to assign to it.
Bad-variables are not merely an artefact of the object-oriented view of variables. In call-by-name languages, apparent bad-variable behaviour arises through aliasing: consider for example a program phrase like λx : var.λy : var.x := 3; y := 2; if !x = 3 then C else C .
Ordinary programming intuition about good variables would suggest that C is never executed here; but if x and y are both bound to the same variable z, then !x evaluates to 2, not 3, so C is executed. In some sense, x is behaving like a bad variable.
Another source of bad-variable behaviour is provided by array subscripting. Consider the phrase λx : var.x := 3; if !x = 3 then C else C .
If we apply this procedure to the argument a[a[0]]
where a is an array of integers which are initially all 0, then C will be executed: first a[0] is set to 3, then a[a [0] ] is evaluated, which looks up the value of a [3] , yielding 0. Again, x behaves like a bad variable under these circumstances.
Although bad-variable behaviours can and do arise in call-by-name languages without the use of mkvar, the explicit inclusion of a bad-variable constructor in a programming language seems unnatural. Since Algol-like languages have typically been studied in the presence of such a constructor, it is important to ask whether its inclusion makes any difference from the point of view of observational equivalence, i.e. whether the addition of mkvar to the language is conservative. If mkvar changes the semantics of the language, one would then ask whether the games models can be adapted to give a fully abstract account of a mkvar-free variant of Idealized Algol.
It is easy to see that in a call-by-value language, the inclusion of a constructor like mkvar would make a dramatic difference to the theory of program equivalence. Without mkvar, every value of type var must indeed be a genuine variable name, so for instance
This equivalence is easy to violate using mkvar; consider, for example, what happens when the bad variable mkvar(!y)(λn.x := n) is supplied to these two functions.
Since IA is a call-by-name language, this argument does not apply: the question of mkvar's conservativity remains. In this paper, we show that for Idealized Algol with active expressions, that is, where phrases of natural num-ber type can have side-effects, the addition of mkvar has no effect on observational equivalence, so the existing fully abstract model of IA with mkvar remains fully abstract for equivalence.
Somewhat surprisingly, however, mkvar is not conservative with respect to the observational preorder on IA terms. We therefore have an unusual situation in which the games model of Idealized Algol with mkvar, which is fully abstract with respect to the observational preorder, is also fully abstract for the language without mkvar, but for behavioural equivalence only. That is, the model is equationally but not inequationally fully abstract for IA without mkvar. To our knowledge, the only other result of this kind is due to Allen Stoughton [11] who shows that there exists a model of the functional language P CF which is equationally but not inequationally fully abstract.
The essence of our result is contained in the following example. In the language without mkvar, the following holds: if !x = 3 then skip else diverge ∼ x := 3. This is because the only way for the left hand side to terminate is if x is bound to a phrase which evaluates to a variable currently holding the value 3; and in that case, the right hand side will also terminate and the assignment will have no observable effect.
This inequation is not valid in the presence of mkvar: for instance, replacing x with mkvar(3)(λn.diverge) will make the left hand side converge while the right hand side diverges. However, this is in some sense the only kind of inequation which mkvar renders invalid. We make this precise by defining a new preorder on the games model of IA which essentially adds all such inequations, and showing that this preorder gives rise to an inequationally fully abstract model of IA without mkvar. This is the only known fully abstract model of a higher-order programming language with mutable store, without an explicit bad-variable constructor. Though fully abstract models have been constructed for other imperative languages, including IA with passive expressions [5] , a heap-allocated call-byvalue variant of IA [4] , and a language with higher-order store [1] , using game semantics, in each case the inclusion of mkvar is crucial to the full abstraction result.
Idealized Algol
Idealized Algol is an applied simply-typed λ-calculus, with a suitable stock of constants to express basic imperative features. The syntax of the language is as follows:
As usual x ranges over a countable collection of variables, and n over the natural numbers. The construct λx : T.M binds x in M, as does new x in M. We identify terms up to α-conversion. We use infix := for assignment to variables, prefix ! for dereferencing, and infix ; for sequential composition. We will work with terms-in-context Γ M : T where Γ is a finite function associating types to variables, which will usually be written in list form such as x : A, y : B, z : C, M is a term of the language and T is a type. The typing rules are mostly standard; we give just three important ones. Our language has active expressions, which means that sequential composition has the typing rule Γ M : com Γ N : B Γ M; N : B for any base-type B.
The typing rule for new x in M is as follows. Γ, x : var M : com Γ new x in M : com Finally, the rule for mkvar is the following.
Γ M : exp Γ N : exp ⇒ com Γ mkvarMN : var Although we have not included booleans in the language, we will make use of extended syntax such as if x = 3 then M else N in examples; this can easily be encoded in our language.
Since we will be interested in the language both with and without the mkvar constant, we shall write IA for the language without mkvar, and IA mkvar for the language including mkvar.
The operational semantics of the language is given in standard fashion as a "big-step" evaluation relation, with judgements of the form
where M is a term, V is a value (a numeral, skip, a variable x of type var, a mkvar term, or an abstraction), and s and s are stores: functions from the free var-typed variables in M to the natural numbers. We use the notation (s | x → n) to denote the store resulting from updating s so that x is mapped to n.
We give a few of the rules defining the operational semantics of IA mkvar below; the other rules are all standard. Of course, the operational semantics of IA is obtained simply by omitting the rules for mkvar.
Dereferencing
The observational preorder ∼ on terms of IA is defined as usual. For closed terms of type com, we write M⇓ if s, M ⇓ s, skip, where s is the unique store over no variables. Given terms Γ M, N :
The relation of observational equivalence ∼ = between terms of IA is defined
The observational preorder and equivalence on IA mkvar are defined similarly: we write ∼ m and ∼ = m for these relations. Note that for these relations, the quantification over contexts in the definition includes contexts which make use of mkvar.
The games model of IA mkvar
We now briefly recall the definitions of the category of games which provides our model of IA mkvar and the semantic definitions from [2, 3] . We should remark that the definitions below are not identical to those in loc. cit., but they give rise to an isomorphic model.
The games and strategies we use are direct descendants of those used by
Hyland, Ong and Nickau [6, 8] to provide fully abstract models of P CF .
Arenas
An arena is specified by a triple A = M A , λ A , A where
• M A is a set of moves.
• λ A : M A → {O, P} × {Q, A} is a labelling function which indicates whether a move is by Opponent (O) or Player (P), and whether it is a question (Q) or an answer (A). We write
The function λ A is λ A with the O/P part reversed, so that
and so on. If λ OP (a) = O, we call a an O-move; otherwise, a is a P-move.
• A is a relation between M A +{ } and M A , called enabling , which satisfies
The enabling relation tells us either that a move a is initial and needs no justification ( A a), or that it can be justified by another move b, if b has been played (b A a).
A justified sequence s of moves in an arena A is a sequence of moves together with justification pointers: for each move a in s which is not initial, there is a pointer to an earlier move b of s such that b A a. We say the move b justifies a, and extend this terminology to say that a move b hereditarily justifies a if the chain of pointers back from a passes through b.
Given a justified sequence s, its view s is defined as follows.
A justified sequence s satisfies the visibility condition iff for all prefixes t · m of s, if m is not initial then the move justifying m lies in t .
If s is a justified sequence, we say that a question q in s is answered by a later answer a in s if q justifies a. The bracketing condition is satisfied by s if for each prefix
of s, all questions asked in u are answered within u; in other words, when an answer is given, it is always to the most recent question which has not been answered.
A justified sequence s is a legal position iff:
• The visibility condition holds.
• The bracketing condition holds. The set of all legal positions of an arena A is written L A . We will also refer to legal positions as plays of A. A play s is complete if all questions in s are answered.
Strategies
A strategy for an arena A is a set of even-length positions, such that
Given a non-empty legal position sa in an arena A, the current thread thread(sa) is the subsequence of sa containing all moves hereditarily justified by the same initial move as a. A strategy σ for A is single-threaded iff • if sab ∈ σ then b is justified by a move in thread(sa); and
• if sab, t ∈ σ, and ta ∈ L A is such that thread(sa) = thread(ta), then tab ∈ σ, with the justification pointer on b such that thread(tab) = thread(sab).
That is to say, a single-threaded strategy chooses its move at a position sa based just on the moves in the current thread thread(sa). From now on we will only be interested in single-threaded strategies. We write σ : A to indicate that σ is a single-threaded strategy for A. We will also refer to the singlethreaded plays of a strategy, meaning those plays which only contain one initial move. Clearly a single-threaded strategy is determined by its set of single-threaded plays.
Constructions on arenas
Given arenas A and B, the arenas A × B and A ⇒ B are defined as follows.
The unit for × is the empty arena 1 = ∅, ∅, ∅ .
The category C
We define a category C as follows.
Objects : Arenas.
Morphisms A → B : Single-threaded strategies for A ⇒ B.
As usual in game semantics, identities are given by copycat strategies and composition by "parallel composition plus hiding": see [6] , for example. C is then a cartesian closed category.
Interpretation of IA mkvar
We have defined a cartesian closed category C which provides a model for simply typed λ-calculus in the standard fashion [7] . We now complete the definition of the games models of IA and IA mkvar by giving an interpretation for the base types and constants of the languages in C. For brevity, we will use the same name for the arena interpreting a base type as for the type itself; this should not lead to any confusion.
The arena exp is the familiar arena of natural numbers, defined as follows: it has a single initial question q to which P may respond with any natural number as an answer. The numeral n in IA or IA mkvar is interpreted as the strategy which always responds to q with n.
The arena com is similar: there is a single initial question run and a single possible answer done to signal termination. The constant skip is interpreted as the strategy which always responds to run with done.
For var, we exploit Reynolds's idea of using a product of a "read method" and "write method" type: thus var = exp × com ω . Concretely, this game has a single initial question in the exp-component, which we write as read, to which P can answer with any natural number; and ω-many initial questions in the com ω part, which we write as write(n), to which P can respond with a single answer ok.
Assignment and dereferencing are interpreted using the strategies depicted 
Full Abstraction for IA mkvar
We now briefly review the structure of the full abstraction proof for IA mkvar which appeared previously in [3] . We begin by defining a preorder on strategies. That is, the complete plays of σ are contained in τ . Note that the equivalence relation induced by this preorder relates those strategies whose complete plays are identical. This is a special case of the definability result proved in [3] , which shows that every finite strategy is the denotation of a term of IA mkvar . We state this special case here because it is sufficient for our purposes and because it is closer to the analogous result we will prove for the language without mkvar. Note that, for this lemma, the fact that mkvar may be used in the term M is crucial. 
The language without mkvar
In this section we study the expressive power of contexts written without the use of mkvar, and show that the absence of mkvar has no impact on observational equivalence of programs, but does affect the observational preorder. This result is obtained by constructing a fully abstract model of mkvar-free IA, which consists of the same strategies used for the model of IA mkvar but with a different preorder.
To motivate the new preorder, let us consider the example from the introduction. The only complete single-threaded play of Thus we see that in strategies corresponding to terms related by ∼ , some places where P plays a read move in one strategy can see a write(−) in the other strategy. The following definitions set up a preorder on strategies which reflects this possibility. Definition 5.1 Let A be a game interpreting an IA type and s, t ∈ L A be two plays of A. We write s ¡ O t iff s = s 1 · read · s 2 · n · s 3 for some sequences s 1 , s 2 and s 3 , where read is an O-move being the readmove in any occurrence of var in the type A, n is the answer to the specified read, and
where the write(n) is understood to be played in the same occurrence of var as the read in s.
We write s ¡ P t for the analogous relation where the replaced read is a P-move.
Let ∝ O be the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation ¡ O , and similarly for ∝ P .
Thus s ∝ O t if and only if t can be obtained from s by replacing some segments of the form read . . . n with write(n) . . . ok.
Definition 5.2 Given two strategies σ and τ for the same arena, σ τ iff ∀ complete s ∈ σ.∃t ∈ τ.s ∝ P t.
Definability, Completeness, Conservativity
We now set about proving a definability result similar to Lemma 4.6. This is essentially a programming task: for any play s we seek a term M which can test for this play, up to the ∝ O relation. The idea is that the term M will have access to some variables x 1 , . . . , x n in which it records information about the moves O plays. Thus M will contain some code designed to allow it to play the moves in the sequence s, and some profiling code which stores information in these extra variables and allows us to trap any deviations which O may make from the "script" given by s. Thus for example the triple (x x :=!x+1, x → 0, x → 1) accepts only the play run · done: using x as a counter we are able to keep track of the number of times O plays the initial run, so that the empty play or a play containing two occurrences of run is not accepted. The same term with starting state x → 0 and finishing state x → 2 accepts only the play run · done · run · done.
The following transformation on plays gives us a hook onto which we can attach the profiling code we need.
Definition 5.4 Given a play s ∈ L A , define inst(s) ∈ L com⇒A as follows:
where the run and done are in the newly added com component.
The intention of this definition is that inst(s) is an "instrumented" version of s in which P runs the new command after every move by O.
We can now state the key lemma which leads to our definability result. with starting state x → 0 and finishing state x → 0 does the job: only the empty play is accepted because any non-empty play results in 1 being written into x.
The case in which s has length 2 is illustrative.
• If A is of the form B ⇒ exp and s is, for example, q · 3, then the term with starting state x → 0 and finishing state x → 1 fulfils the requirements. The use of variable x ensures that the question q is played exactly once, and the rest of the term provides the appropriate behaviour for P.
• If A is of the form B ⇒ com and s is run · done, then the term
with starting state x → 0 and finishing state x → 1 fulfils the requirements.
• If A is of the form B ⇒ var and s is write(3) · ok, the term is with starting state (x → 0, y → 0) and finishing state (x → 1, y → 3). This works in the same way as the above examples, but note the use of a variable y to receive and trap the value written by O: if O's first move is read or any other write(n), y will hold the wrong value at the end.
• Finally, if A is of the form B ⇒ var and s is read · 3, the term is with starting state (x → 0, y → 3) and finishing state (x → 1, y → 3). Here y must be initialized with the value 3 which must be provided when O reads from the term; but notice that the same final state results if instead of performing a read, O plays write(3). If O writes any other value, that value will be stored in y so the play will not be accepted. Hence this term accepts all those plays t such that inst(s) ∝ O t.
For the inductive step, we must examine the form of longer plays and apply the decomposition techniques familiar from definability proofs in game semantics. We shall first deal with the case of single-threaded plays. By the inductive hypothesis we can find a term
and starting state s 1 and finishing state s 2 (over the variables x), which accepts a play u iff inst(s)
Similarly there is a term
and starting state t 1 and finishing state t 2 (over the variables y), which accepts a play v iff inst(q · t) ∝ O v. Supposing for example that B is var and the moves q and a in B as illustrated above are read and 3, then the term x, y : var, c : com λ(g, f ).c; if !(f M) = 3 then N else Ω with starting state s 1 ⊗ t 1 and finishing state s 2 ⊗ t 2 , where ⊗ denotes disjoint union of states, accepts only the required plays. For other types B and other question and answer moves in B, mild alterations to this term are necessary; we omit further details.
Finally, we must consider the inductive step in the case of a multi-threaded play. A multi-threaded play s = i · s consists of s 1 = s i, the first thread which is begun, interleaved with s 2 = s \ s 1 , the other threads. If s is genuinely multi-threaded, each of s 1 and s 2 is shorter than s so by the inductive hypothesis we have terms and states To complete the proof we must show that it is possible to restrict the accepted plays to those for which the interleaving of s 1 and s 2 moves matches that in s. Note that after each O-move in A, P plays run in the com component corresponding to c 1 if O was playing an s 1 move, and c 2 otherwise. Thus the play in these two com components reveals the interleaving of s 1 and s 2 which O is playing out. If we replace c 1 with v :=!v ×2; c and c 2 with v := (!v ×2)+1; c, where v : var and c : com are fresh variables, this interleaving is encoded in variable v, and c provides the instrumentation hook required by the inductive hypothesis. We can now add to the starting state the requirement that v → 1, and to the finishing state v → n, where n is a number reflecting the appropriate interleaving, and obtain a term and states which accept only the required interleaving, completing the proof. (using obvious syntactic sugar for the initialization and final checking of the variables x) has run·t·done as a complete play iff run·s·done ∝ O run·t·done, which is to say that s ∝ P t.
This lemma allows us to show that the semantics of IA with the preorder is complete for the observational preorder on IA (note that we have not yet established soundness!) and that the extension of IA with mkvar conservative for observational equivalence, as follows. Since the converse of this corollary is immediate, we now know that the theories of observational equivalence of IA and IA mkvar coincide.
Soundness
We shall now show that the preorder is also sound for the observational preorder on IA terms, and hence that it captures ∼ precisely, so that we have an inequationally fully abstract model of IA.
We begin by identifying an important property enjoyed by all strategies interpreting terms of IA, but not by [[mkvar] ].
Definition 5.9 A strategy σ is ∝-closed iff for every complete s ∈ σ and every play t such that s ∝ O t, there exists u ∈ σ such that t ∝ P u.
Lemma 5.10 If σ : A ⇒ B and τ : B ⇒ C are ∝-closed, so is σ ; τ .
Proof
We can only sketch the idea, due to lack of space. ∝-closure says that given a sequence s in a strategy, if O plays almost according to s but changes some read · · · n sequences to write(n) · · · ok, the strategy's response changes in a similar way. Suppose we have a sequence s ∈ σ ; τ , coming from an interaction between s 1 ∈ σ and s 2 ∈ τ . If O changes some read · · · n sequences in s 1 , σ responds by doing the same. If any of these changes are in the B-component, they can be fed to τ as changes to s 2 . τ now responds with similar changes, which we can feed back to σ and so on. Since each such change replaces a read by a write(n), and since there are only finitely many reads in the original interaction, this process terminates, and we are left with a new interaction which witnesses the ∝-closure of σ ; τ . Proof Since we have just shown that ∝-closure is preserved by composition, and it is clearly also preserved by currying and pairing, we just need to check that all the strategies used in the semantics of IA are ∝-closed.
For the strategies corresponding to constants of the language this is trivial: only new gives O the chance to play any reads, and if a sequence (7) write (7) ok ok In fact all ∝ O -related sequences are of the form above, and the rightmost sequence is again a play in the identity strategy, so this typical case shows that the strategy is ∝-closed.
Lemma 5.12 If σ σ : A → B and τ τ : B → C, and all these strategies are ∝-closed, then σ ; τ σ ; τ .
Proof The argument is similar to that for Lemma 5.10. Proof First note that [[skip] ] is a maximal strategy for the com arena with respect to ; cf. Lemma 4.2. Since we have just shown that for all the strategies used in the semantics of IA, composition is monotone with respect to , we can use the same argument as for Theorem 4.5 to arrive at the result.
Since is both sound and complete for ∼ , we have an inequationally fully abstract model of IA, whose notion of equivalence coincides with that for IA mkvar .
Discussion
It is not clear to what extent the techniques introduced in this paper can be applied to model other language variants in the absence of mkvar. In the case of IA with passive expressions, the kind of fine analysis of the fully abstract model which we perform in this paper is not available, because the fully abstract model is obtained via a quotient. What we can say is that our conservativity result does not carry over to this language: for example, the equivalence λv : var.if !v = 3 then v := 3 ∼ = λv : var.if !v = 3 then skip which holds in the absence of mkvar because v cannot itself have side-effects, can be broken by binding v to the phrase mkvar(3)(λn : exp.y := 2).
It also seems doubtful that our proof technique could be applied to call-byvalue languages. The key insight for this paper was that mkvar-free programs give rise to ∝-closed strategies. We expect that this is still true for call-byvalue, but one probably needs more: an expression of type var in a call-byvalue language will evaluate either to a storage cell or a var-typed identifier. It seems likely that one would need to capture this as a stronger restriction on the behaviour of strategies in order to obtain an appropriate definability result.
It therefore appears that the result presented here is something of an anomaly; there are certainly more questions left to answer in this area.
